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ABSTRACT
The interest for B-cells in rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) is currently being re-
vived. They are involved in the devel-
opment and activation of lymphoid ar-
chitecture by regulating dentritic cell 
and T-cell function through cytokine 
production. Receptor editing an revis-
ing are also essential in B-cells and aid 
in preventing autoimmunity. Abnor-
malities in the subset distribution and 
a default in any task assigned to the 
B-cells may favor autoimmunity. Ben-
eficied responses to B-cell depletion in 
RA by anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody 
rituximab illustrate the importance of 
B-lymphocytes in the pathogenesis of 
this disease. A new avenue has thus 
been opened, whereby B-lymphocytes 
return as a significant contributor to 
autoimmune disorders.

Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is hall-
marked by a number of humoral and 
cellular abnormalities. Based on the 
pronounced infiltration of T-cells of the 
synovial membrane (SM), the recogni-
tion by T-cell antigen (Ag) receptors of 
peptides presented by major histocom-
patibility complex (MHC) class II gene 
products, and their involvement in the 
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), 
interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) and inter-
leukin (IL)-1 production, T-cells have 
become a major research focus (1). As 
a consequence, B-lymphocytes were 
supplied a limited support as candidate 
causal agents, and their effects por-
trayed as the production of antibodies 
(Ab) to ubiquitous self Ag. A host of 
autoAb have subsequently been un-
veiled, of which some could well be 
pathogenic (2). The aberrant survival 
of these autoreactive B-cells was, 
therefore, assigned to a defect in the T-
cell tolerance (3). 
Over the past decade, research has 
focused on disturbances in the B-cell 
compartment, to such an extent that 

major advances have emerged in the 
parameters that influence the fate of au-
toreactive B-cells. Humoral abnormali-
ties could simply derive from intrinsic 
hyperactivity of B-cells (4). Thus, B-
cells are involved, not only in the ef-
ferent arm of the immune response, but 
also in its afferent arm. Characteristics 
suggestive of breakdown of normal 
Ab regulation, such as abnormal B-
cell subset distribution and an array 
of autoAb, have been identified in the 
relatives of patients with RA (5) that 
might predispose them to full-blown 
diseases. 
Delineation of more or less overlap-
ping B-cell subsets has generated fur-
ther complexity in this compartment. 
Our earliest concept that they are ex-
clusively committed to the production 
of Ab has also been re-considered, 
based on recent insights into various 
other tasks than simply manufacturing 
autoAb. Any of them may be faulty, 
and the ensuing inadequacies facilitate 
the autoimmune process. 
The last 20 years have witnessed nu-
merous initially promising therapies for 
connective tissue diseases that proved 
disillusioning. Ongoing approaches, 
such as targeting B-cell subsets (6), are 
derived from a better awareness of the 
B-cell involvement as Ag-presenting 
cells (APC) and inflammatory cytokine 
producers (7). Not only did anti-CD20 
monoclonal Ab (mAb) rituximab de-
plete B-cells efficiently, but the patients 
feel greatly improved by this therapy. 
Accumulating results are key in the un-
derstanding as to how the autoimmune 
process is initiated and perpetuated. 

A – Heterogeneity of B-lymphocytes
I – Classification according to the 
expression of CD5
First described as a T-cell marker, and 
then as a marker of tumor B-cells, the 
transmembrane molecule CD5 was 
later shown to be expressed by a mi-
nor proportion of circulating normal B-
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cells. CD5-expressing B-lymphocytes 
were endowed with the production of 
polyreactive autoAb (8), and the pro-
pensity for malignant accumulation 
(9). To come full circle, the latter cells 
can be elicited to release autoAb by 
phorbol ester (10). 
The nomenclature distinguishes B1 
from B2 lymphocytes (11). The first 
group refers to CD5+ B-cells, and the 
second to the conventional B-cells. It 
remains nonetheless uncertain whether 
B1 constitute a naïve population of 
cells. So have we proposed (12) that 
there may be different reasons for B-
cells to express CD5, which depend on 
the co-receptor ligation on their sur-
face. Put simply, some CD5-B-cells are 
innate, while others are acquired. Fur-
ther, the B1 population has been subdi-
vided into B1a and B1b subpopulations 
(13). The B1b sister population of cells 
lacks surface CD5, but shares all the 
other attributes of B1a cells, such as 
natural Ab production, and the expres-
sion of CD11b/CD18. 
A great deal of effort has been put into 
trying to understand the relevance of 
CD5+B-cells to non organ-specific 
autoimmune diseases (14). Yet, some 
controversy remains over their line-
age origins: the activation view implies 
that the CD5+ B-cells can be generated 
from CD5- B-cells (15), whereas the 
lineage paradigm posits the existence 
of separate progenitors for CD5+ and 
CD5- B-cells (16). B1-specified pro-
genitor has just been found in the bone 
marrow (BM), but we cannot discount 
the possibility that the expression of 
CD5 may also be induced (17). 
The distribution of B-cells into B1 and 
B2 subsets, as well as that of the B1 
subset into B1a and B1b sub-subsets 
is regulated, at least in the mouse, by 
the MHC class 2 genes (18) and the 
level on interleukin (IL)-10 (19). It has 
also been shown that Epstein-Barr vi-
rus-stimulated CD5-non-expressing B-
cells transcribe CD5 messenger RNA 
(mRNA) at levels comparable with 
those of their surface CD5-expressing 
counterparts (20).
Several groups, including ours, have 
established that the CD5+B-cell pop-
ulation may be expanded in patients 
(21-26) with RA, primary Sjögrenʼs 

syndrome (pSS) and juvenile RA (26, 
27). Interestingly, Anaya et al. (27) 
have shown that IL-10 influences au-
toimmune processes in pSS. Elevated 
levels of CD5+ B-cells are a distinc-
tive feature of selected RA families, 
rather than a peculiarity of RA patients 
compared with their healthy relatives 
(5). The question as to whether these 
B1a cells are the source of autoAb has 
long been discussed. In support of the 
argument that autoAb production is 
confined to B1 cells, these were shown 
(8, 28, 29) to produce anti-double-
stranded (ds) DNA Ab and rheuma-
toid factor (RF). These early claims 
were nonetheless denied by reports 
that CD5+B- cells produce low-affin-
ity RF (30) and no high-affinity Ab to 
single-stranded DNA (31). These stud-
ies argue that broad polyreactivity is an 
inherent property of the Ab made by 
CD5+B-cells, and that these Ab may be 
what has been referred to as the natu-
ral Ab of the serum. Rather, increased 
numbers of CD5+B-cells might rather 
reflect defective regulation of B-cell 
function through CD5 itself.

II – Variations throughout the 
ontogenesis
B-cells originate in the BM, where they 
pass through a sequence of intermedi-
ate stages, while the B-cell Ag receptor 
(BCR) repertoire diversifies according 
to the ordered rearrangement of the 
gene segments V, D and J of the im-
munoglobulin (Ig) heavy chain locus, 
and those of the gene segments V and 
J of its light chain locus. Once their 
Ig genes have been productively rear-
ranged, pro-B-cells progress to the pre-
B cell stage.
These cells, referred to as immature B-
lymphocytes, migrate to the periphery. 
Their course depends on BCR-derived 
signals, but we do not know whether 
this is tickled in all immature B-lym-
phocytes, or whether just a fraction (a 
selection?) of cells is involved. Follow-
ing BCR-mediated maturation, they are 
pushed into leaving the BM and set-
tling down in the secondary lymphoid 
organs (SLO). Massive death of B-cells 
has, however, never been observed in 
the BM, so that a handful of very im-
mature B-cells may leave this primary 

lymphoid organ. The ensuing transi-
tional B-cells have long been described 
in rodents (32), and recently identified 
in the peripheral blood (PB) of humans 
(33).
Cells that have just reached SLO be-
come transitional B-lymphocytes type 
1 (T1), T2 and T3 (34), and evolve step 
by step towards immune competence 
(35). These transitional B-cells mark 
the crucial link between BM immature 
and SLO mature B-cells. Only the cells 
enter the lymphoid follicles (LF), they 
generate germinal centers (GC) and re-
circulate (36). Non-circulating B-cells 
consist of marginal zone (MZ) B-cells 
(37). The first responsibe B-cell com-
partment consists, however of extrafol-
licular short-lived plasma cells (PC). 
They secrete IgM, but later isotype 
switching takes place and they also se-
crete IgG (38). Their differentiation is 
regulated (39) by a subset of dendritic 
cells (DC).
For B-cells to function properly, their 
precursors have to move from the outer 
T-cell area to their appropriate loca-
tions. Three non-mutually exclusive 
models account for this anatomical dis-
tribution (Fig. 1). In the first, localiza-
tion of B-cells in the MZ or the GC is 
determined by the strength of the BCR-
derived signals (40), and modulated by 
the notch receptors (41). Coupled with 
their Jagged-1, Jagged-2 and delta lig-
ands, these receptors determine the fate 
of B-cells (42). In the second model, 
the high load of mutations in MZ B-
cells (43), in the absence of Bcl-6 and 
activation-induced cytidine deaminase, 
which are essential for somatic hyper-
mutation, suggests that these cells have 
undergone their mutations elsewhere, 
possibly in the GC (44). Analysis of 
mutations in Ig heavy chain variable 
region genes of MZ B-cells discovers 
a reservoir of memory B-cells (45), but 
the concern of other sites for diversi-
fication of memory B-cells has never 
been fully addressed (46). Although 
the PB B-cell compartment displays a 
large proposition of IgM+IgD+CD27+ 
memory B-cells carrying a mutated Ig 
receptor (47), there is no explanation as 
to where this population has been pre-
diversified (46). Consistent with this 
view is that RF response may occur via 
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somatic hypermutation outside the GC 
(48). Therefore, these RF derive from 
short-lived PC, and it is not surpris-
ing that serum levels of RF fall by 1-2 
months after rituximab in RA patients 
(49). The third and last model for tran-
sitional B-cell allocation to the MZ and 
the GC rests on the capacity of sphin-
gosine 1-phosphate (S1P) to overcome 
the recruiting activity of CX chemok-
ine ligand (CL) 13 for CX chemokine 
recptor 5- expressing B-cells to the GC, 
and thereby retains them in the MZ 
(50). Naïve B-cells should be driven 
to LF by CXCL13, but a more promi-
nent effect of SIP than CXCL13 is sup-
ported by the finding that S1P-receptor 
agonist FTY720-phosphate displaces 
B-cells from the MZ to the GC (51).

III – Maturation of B-cells in the 
germinal centers
Entry into the LF depends on specific 
chemokines, but maintenance signals 
for B-cells are also delivered by the 
BCR. The importance of the underly-
ing competition is supported by en-
gagement of the BCR by an autoAg 
that may occur in the rheumatoid syn-
ovium, be it IgG (52) or citrullinated 
peptides (53). Some B-cells undergo 
apoptosis, while others are rescued 
by T-cells. The capacity of the latter 
T-cells to promote B-cell proliferation 
seems to be caused by the insertion of 
CD154 into CD40 (54). 
In patients with RA, the SM of the af-
fected joints is colonized by lymphoid 
cells which may get organized into lym-
phoid aggregates resembling GC (Fig. 
2). In a series of 64 SM biopsies, LF 
with GC were found in 23% of those 
patients with RA (55). Substantial evi-
dence has been provided that this proc-
ess is Ag-driven (56), so that the rheu-
matoid lesion functions like a SLO. As 
formulated by others (57), ectopic GC 
take autoimmunity into the fast line.
Newly formed GC represent oligo-
clonal B-cell populations (58). On av-
erage, each mature GC is derived from 
only 1-3 B-cell clones. Further analysis 
of these B-cells has identified a battery 
of surface markers. In particular, IgD 
and CD38 have been useful in classi-
fying stepwise stages (59). Thus, seven 
mature B (Bm) cell subpopulations 

differ with respect to the expression 
of these two markers (Table I). Naïve 
(IgD+ CD38-) Bm1, once activated as 
(IgD+ CD38+) Bm2, differentiate into 
GC founder (IgD+ CD38++) Bm2ʼ. A 
handful of Ab have been produced by 
early PC outside the GC. The Ag may 
thus by held in the form of immune 
complexes (IC) on the surface of fol-
licular DC, and affinity maturation 
take place within the GC. This results 
in a massive expansion of centroblasts 

Bm3, and a selection, of centrocytes 
(IgD- CD38++) Bm4. They terminate 
as (IgD- CD38+) early Bm5 and (IgD- 
CD38-) mature Bm5 cells. In the latter 
subset, memory B-cells express CD27 
and PC do not. No PC express CD20, 
but there appears to be two types of 
long-lived PC: one is activated and re-
cruited to the BM, the other is resting 
and located in specialized microana-
tomical niches of secondary lymphoid 
organs. If anti-tetanus toxoid Ab derive 

Fig. 1. Transitional B-cells (BT) give rise to germinal center (GC) and marginal zone (MZ) B-cells, 
depending on the signal from the B-cell antigen receptor (BCR). Some MZ B-cells might have under-
gone mutations, not in the MZ, where the activation induced deaminase (AID) is not expressed, but in 
the GC. Conversely, some B-cells may be retained in the MZ by sphingosine 1P that resists CXCL13.

Fig. 2. A number of germinal centers (arrows) are seen in this rheumatoid synovium.

Table I – Mature B (Bm) lymphocyte subsets within secondary lymphoid organs.

Stepwise stage IgD CD38 CD23 CD27

Bm1 (naïve) + - - -

Bm2 (activated) + + + -

Bm2’ (germinal center founder) + ++ + -

Bm3 (centroblast) - ++ - -

Bm4 (centrocyte) - ++ - -

Early Bm5 (antibody or memory) - + - -

Bm5 (memory) - - - +
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from such long-lived PC, one may pre-
dict that, unlike RF, they will not be 
impaired by rituximab (49).
Thus, it is relevant that short-lived 
plasmablasts dominate the early spon-
taneous RF response (60), whereas the 
long-lived PC pool can serve a role in 
natural immunity (61). Of note, patho-
logic RF can be tolerized by competi-
tion with natural RF (62). 
This Bm1 through Bm5 sequence keeps 
being generated, but leaks fractions of 
each B-cell subset into the PB. Their 
distribution is skewed in autoimmune 
patients: characteristic signatures have 
recently been described. Staining of 
circulating B-cells disclosed increased 
frequencies of GC founder cells (63), 
and reduced numbers of memory B-
cells in pSS (64). Active systemic lu-
pus erythematosus (SLE) is, in con-
trast, characterized by an increase in 
circulating plasmoblasts (65). No sig-
nificant differences in B-cell subpopu-
lations were seen in RA patients com-
pared with healthy donors (66, and our 
unpublished results). However, CD20+ 
CD38- B-lymphocytes with defective 
proliferative responsiveness exist (67) 
in RA synovial fluid. Although con-
sidered to be Ig-producing effector B-
cells, their significance is unclear.

B – Various commitments of B-cells
B-cells are critically required for the 
development of autoimmune condi-
tions. This interest has been sparked off 
by Reininger et al. who demonstrated 
that long-term in vitro proliferating fe-
tal liver pre-B-cell lines derived from 
autoimmune-prone mice, but not con-
trol mice, differentiate in severe com-

bined immunodeficient (SCID) mice to 
produce autoAb (68). 
Efforts to identify how these auto-
Ab contribute to autoimmunity have 
reached conclusions difficult to incor-
porate into a unifying model. For ex-
ample, nephritis does not occur in ge-
netically-modified MRL lpr/lpr mice 
(Table II) that lack B-lymphocytes (69). 
Spontaneous T-cell activation is inhib-
ited in B-deficient mice, and there is no 
lymphocytic infiltration in the skin and 
the kidneys. These results prompt a re-
evaluation of the idea that systemic au-
toimmune disease is strictly due to IC. 
Further experiments reveal that mice 
that have B-cells with membrane but 
not secreted Ig develop nephritis (70). 
These results imply that the part of B-
cells is essential in the play, but, above 
all, that their role in nephritis may not 
be through autoAb. Aside from their 
role as precursors of autoAb-secret-
ing cells, these cells have indeed been 
endowed with various tasks within the 
immune system. 

I – Influence of B-lymphocytes on 
neighboring cells
Both TNF-α and lymphotoxins (LT-α 
and –β) are involved in initiating and 
maintaining normal splenic architec-
ture, since LT-α, LT-β, TNF-α receptor-
I and TNF-α knockout (KO) mice have 
abnormal splenic architecture (71). The 
same holds true for those mice with LT-
α- and/or LT-β- disrupted signaling. 
The sequential role of LT and B-cells 
in the development of LF has been ex-
tensively studied (72). The transfer of 
lymphocytes into SCID mice induces 
a series of histological changes in the 

spleen, including the appearance of 
mature follicular DC. LT favors the dif-
ferentiationn of the white pulp to create 
sites for lymphocyte segregation, and 
then drives the maturation of DC and 
the organization of B-cell LF. Intrigu-
ingly, DC networks, which are compis-
cuous components of LF, are lacking in 
TNF- or LT-KO mice. 
Owing to the impulse that T-lym-
phocyte differentiation offers to au-
toimmune susceptibility, their activa-
tion pathways into effector T helper 
(Th) 1 and Th2 cells have long been 
the focus of feverish research. There 
appears that Ag-specific interaction of 
B- and T-lymphocytes, along with the 
engagement of OX40 receptor on acti-
vated T-cells by OX40 ligand on stimu-
lated B-cells, induces IL-4 production, 
restrains IFN-γ synthesis and favors the 
differentiation of Th2 and PC under the 
influence of IL-4 (73). 

II – B-lymphocytes as Ag-presenting 
cells
All B-cells have the ability to act as 
APC, and this function is not differen-
tially regulated in defined B-cell sub-
populations (74). A given surface Ig 
takes up the Ag, and the resulting IC is 
internalized by the B-cell and processed 
(Fig. 3). The MHC-peptide complex is 
then presented by this B-cell to a T-cell 
nearby, or to another B-cell (75). B1a-
cells are particularly suitable to the 
membrane expression of multispecific 
anti-self Ig, and therein appropriate to 
stretch out self components to other 
B1, B2 or T-lymphocytes (76). Splenic 
B-1a cells do behave as potent APC in 
that they induce two-fold greater levels 
of lymph mode T-lymphocyte IFN-γ 
release than B2 cells in certain lupus 
mice (77). RF B-cells can also present 
any Ag by taking up cognate IgG-con-
taining IC (78).
The innovative concept that T-cell ac-
tivation is B-cell-dependent in RA has 
recently been launched (79). Support-
ing this view, SM that are infiltrated by 
T-cells, macrophages and DC, but lack 
B-cells, cannot be activated by trans-
ferred T-cells, leaving with the possibil-
ity that B-cells provide a critical func-
tion in T-cell activation. This is con-
sistent with a direct pathogenic role for 

Table II – B-lymphocytes are not dispensable for the development of lupus glomerulone-
phritis in the mouse, but autoantibodies (Ab) are. These cells produce Ab and autoAb, but 
exert other functions.

• Absence of T-cell infiltrates in MRL lpr/lpr mice homologous for the deletion JH/JH.

• The IgM MRL/MpJ-Faslpr mice have a transgene encoding surface Ig, but not permitting its secretion.          
They develop nephritis characterized by T-lymphocyte infiltration.

Table III – Immunobiologic functions of B-cells, in addition to antibody production.

• Shaping of the splenic architecture: dendritic cells and T-lymphocytes.

• Antigen presentation (in particular CD5- expressing and rheumatoid factor-making B-cells).

• Production of cytokines by B effector (Be)1 and Be2 to trigger polarization of naïve T-lymphocytes 
into T helper (Th)1 or Th2, respectively.

• Suppression of regulatory T-cells by regulatory B-cells.
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T-cells activated by Ag-specific B-cells 
(80), as established in a murine model 
of autoimmune arthritis. Both autoAb 
and autoreactive T-cells are required to 
cause severe arthritis, indicating that 
at least two B-cell-mediated effector 
pathways contribute synergistically to 
the damages. In fact, Ag presentation 
involves B-lymphocyte synapses, ex-
tracting intact Ag from APC, and aid-
ing in the generation of peptide-MHC 
complexes for T-lymphocyte synapse 
formation (81). 

III – Polarized cytokine production by 
B-cells
Cytokines are essential in disease ac-
tivity. IL-6 which stimulates the final 
stages of B-lymphocyte maturation is 
an appealing candidate. This is abun-
dantly produced in autoimmune states. 
Given the constitutive expression of 
IL-6 receptors (82), part of dysregu-
lation of B-cell activity might be T-
cell independent. B-cell-derived IL-6 
would thus be involved in autocrine 
loops. Another candidate is IL-10 (83), 
as substantiated by six experiments: 
1)- B1a cells are the main source of 
B-cell-derived IL-10; 2)- continuous 
treatment of normal mice with anti-IL-
10 Ab depletes B1, but not B2 cells; 
3)- antisense oligodesoxynucleotides 
specific for IL-10 mRNA inhibit the 
growth of murine leukemic B1 cells in 
vitro; 4)- IL-10 is involved in autoreac-
tive B-cell hyperactivity and elevated 
in the serum of SLE patients; 5)- IL-
10 agonist administration to patients 
is beneficial to refractory SLE; 6)- and 
we have, ourselves (19), sorted B1a, 
B1b and B2-lymphocytes from nor-
mal and IL-10-KO mice, and identified 
IL-10 mRNA by reverse-transcriptase 
(RT) polymerase-chain reaction (PCR) 
in B1a cells. 
The paradigm of the Th1 and Th2 
pathways has been extensively ana-
lyzed. They produce distinct spectra of 
cytokines compatible with the kind of 
response required by a given Ag. Th1 
cells secrete IFN-γ and IL-2, enhance 
further polarization of Th1 cells, and 
inhibit Th2 cells. The other way round 
Th2 cells produce Il-4, Il-5 and IL-6, 
work upon activation and maturation 
of B-lymphocytes, enhance further 

polarization of Th2, and inhibit Th1 
cells.
B-cells produce cytokines, such as 
IL-10, IL-6 and TNF-α (84). This is 
restricted to activated B-cells. They 
also acquire the ability to express IL-
2, IFN-γ, IL-4 and IL-12 when stimu-
lated in the presence of Th1 cells. An 
exciting novel issue is that naïve B 
cells differentiate into B-cells with 
cytokine profiles similar to Th1 and 
Th2 cells, following stimulation with 
Ag and polarized Th1 or Th2, respec-
tively. The Th1-like B-cells have been 
dubbed B effectors (Be)1, and the Th2-
like B-cells Be2 (85). Once generated, 
these B-lymphocytes impart functional 
capacities to the T-lymphocytes. For 
example, the development of IL-4-pro-
ducing B-cells is controlled by IL-4, 
IL-4 receptors and Th2 cells (86). Thus, 
Be1 cells promote the expansion of 
Th1 cells, while IL-4 released by Be2 
cells encourages Th2 cell development. 
In brief, Be1 and Be2 cells behave as 
classical APC that regulate the profile 
of the response, for example within 
the salivary glands (SG) of patients 
with pSS (87). Noteworthy is that B-
cell-derived cytokines play pathologic 
as well as protective roles in immune 
responses to autoAg (88).

IV – Regulatory B-cells
An immunoregulatory B-cell subset 
that plays a role in immune regula-
tion resulting in complete recovery 
from acute experimental autoimmune 
encephalomyelitis was first reported 
by Janeway et al. (89). A key role was 
then ascribed to IL-10 in dampening 

down autoimmunity (90). A B regula-
tory subset that is capable of producing 
TGF-β has also been identified (91). A 
number of pathways have since been 
describe for regulatory B-cells (92). 
Ironically, some of these B-cells might 
serve as regulators for regulatory T-
cells (93).

C – B-cell tolerance breakdown
I – The B-cell Ag receptor
(i) – The Ag binds to the B cell Ag 
receptor
Survival and selection of B-lym-
phocytes are determined by their BCR 
specificity. Transduction of the ensuing 
signal is tuned by a dozen of co-recep-
tors (94). Activation is favored by pro-
tein tyrosine kinases (PTK), and hin-
dered by protein tyrosine phosphatases 
(PTP).
The BCR consists of a binding subunit, 
the membrane Ig, and a signaling subu-
nit with Ig-α and Ig-β proteins (95). 
Their ectodomains are both necessary 
for the BCR to proceed from the endo-
plasmic reticulum to the cell surface, 
and their intra-cytoplasmic tails contain 
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activa-
tion motifs (ITAM) which constitute as 
many docking sites for PTK. High-af-
finity interactions between autoAg and 
membrane-bound Ab result in apopto-
sis of immature B-cells. The ensuing 
crucial process of affinity maturation 
for exoAg takes place in the GC (96): 
centroblasts undergo hypermutations, 
and centrocytes emerge : either low-
affinity cells that endure apoptosis, or 
high-affinity cells that change into Ab-
forming cells. 

Fig. 3. B-cells serve as antigen (Ag)-presenting cells, either (left) by taking-up, internalizing, process-
ing and exposing residual peptides, or (right) by binding IgG-containing immune complexes irrespec-
tive of the Ag through membrane rheumatoid factor.
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(ii) – The transduction machinery
Activation with Ag switches on a 
number of PTK (97), including Lyn and 
Btk (which are src-family members), 
and syk. Downstream, the phosphati-
dylinositol-3 kinase and serine/threo-
nine kinase Akt transduction pathway 
possesses the ability to prevent apop-
tosis. This promotes cell survival by 
activating protein kinases C (PKC), 
and implicating the three families of 
mitogen-activated kinases (MAP): 
p38, the C-Jun NH2-terminal kinase 
families, and the extracellular-regulat-
ed kinase family. Following activation, 
phospholipase Cγ engenders diacylg-
lycerol and inositol-1, 4, 5-triphosphate 
from membrane phosphatidylinositol-
4, 5 biphosphate. These are required 
for activation of PKC and release of 
calcium, respectively. MAP kinases are 
then activated by PKC which has just 
been tyrosine-phosphorylated. 

(iii) – Involvement in the tolerance
Contrasting advances have been de-
scribed regarding the positive selection 
of mature B-lymphocytes by autoAg 
(98). There is, however, compelling ev-
idence that recruitment of mature short-
lived B-cells into the recirculating pool 
is dependent on BCR engagement by 
such autoAg (99). Additional mecha-
nisms of self-tolerance in the periphery 
have led to silence mature B-cells that 
have dodged central tolerance. Interest-
ingly, by downregulating BCR surface 
expression, leukemic B-lymphocytes 
(100, 101) still generate constitutive 
BCR-mediated survival signals, whilst 
their level of signaling required for ap-
optosis cannot be achieved. Molecular 
aberrations include signaling defects 

(102) and abnormal apoptosis (103) of 
autoreactive lymphocytes. 

II – Coordinated and intricate 
mechanisms of self-tolerance
(i) – Regulation of signaling thresholds
Despite the profusion of mechanisms 
involved to achieve tolerance, this is 
not foolproof at all. Throughout the 
course of a response, co-receptors lift 
or lower the BCR threshold by modu-
lating the activation of molecules re-
quired for transmitting a signal (Fig. 4). 
The machinery is raised by CD19 and 
CD21, and dampened down by CD22, 
CD72 and CD5 (98). In the context of 
autoimmune diseases, it is interesting 
that ligation of CD5 results in apopto-
sis of resting B-cells, but not resting T-
cells (104), while anti-CD5 extends the 
proliferative response of activated B1a 
cells (105). 
CD32 which is one of the receptors for 
the Fcγ part of Ig is also involved in 
blocking B-cell responses. CD22 is an-
other potent role as a regulator of B-cell 
life span, but, despite this property, we 
found that the CD22 co-receptor was 
expressed at normal levels in B-lym-
phocytes from autoimmune patients 
(106). All these glycoproteins harbor 
ITAM and immunoregulatory tyro-
sine-inhibiting motifs, which recruite 
PTP in order to reverse the effects of 
PTK, viz SH2-containing PTP (SHP)-1 
for CD22, CD72 and CD5, and SH2-
containing inositol polyphosphate 5-
phosphatase (SHIP) for CD32. Lyn is 
required to phosphorylate CD22 and to 
link SHP-1 to the CD22/BCR complex 
and/or to the CD5/BCR complex. 
Cell surface CD19 is also critical for 
the regulation of intrinsic and BCR-in-

duced signaling thresholds. High den-
sity of CD19 generates spontaneous 
autoAb, such as RF and anti-dsDNA 
Ab in a murine genetic background not 
associated with autoimmunity (107). 
Modest increases in the expression or 
the effect of this receptor are sufficient 
to shift the balance between tolerance 
and immunity to auto-immunity. For 
example, B-cells from patients with 
systemic sclerosis overexpress CD19 
by as few as 20% (108). The level of 
CD19 expression was also increased 
in B-cells from patients with pSS (63) 
compared with that in normal controls, 
particularly in Bm2 and Bm2  ̓cells.

(ii) – Anergy in self-reactive B-cells
Constant tickling of BCR by self Ag 
transmits tolerogenic signals by activa-
tion feedback processes that turn the cell 
anergic. Again, tolerance is governed by 
BCR signaling thresholds. Hippen et al. 
(109) have elegantly demonstrated in 
double-transgenic (Tg) mice that CD5 
contributes to maintain tolerance in 
anergic B-cells: those B-lymphocytes 
of mice Tg for anti-hen egg lysozyme 
(HEL) Ab and membrane HEL Ag un-
dergo apoptosis based on their robust 
activation. They rather become anergic 
if the mice are Tg for soluble HEL, but 
this tolerance is broken if this model for 
B-cell anergy is bred onto the CD5-KO 
background.

(iii) – Secondary changes in the BCR 
specificity
The role of self Ag to negative selection 
in the bone marrow has recently been 
established. Yet, it has been difficult to 
test whether self Ag also plays a role 
in the positive selection of B-cells. By 
altering the specificity of their BCR, 
auto-reactive B-cells may initiate new 
Ig rearrangements (110). The system 
can thus get rid of self-reactive BCR 
generated by the recombination proc-
ess, by classical deletion and sustained 
recombination. Immature B-cells that 
undergo this receptor editing tran-
scribe recombinase-activating genes, 
RAG1 and RAG2, and synthesize the 
recombination signal sequence-spe-
cific endonucleases that activate V(D)J 
re-organizations. The genes are then 
extinguished by a feedback mechanism 

Fig. 4. Modulation of B-lymphocyte antigen receptor signal transduction : the threshold is augmented 
by phosphatases, and diminished by phosphorylases.
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initiated by the BCR (111). It is inter-
esting that the expression of RAG in B-
cells that expand in the SM of RA pa-
tients results in aberrant rearrangement 
(112). Furthermore, Devauchelle et al 
have recently shown that fibroblast-
like synoviocytes from RA patients, 
but not from osteoarthritis patients, in-
duce reexpression of RAG by B-cells 
from normal PB (113).
Edition and revision of the BCR might 
be associated with the strength of sig-
nal through the BCR, and thereby to 
the expression of its receptors, as is 
the case for CD5. By using single-cell 
sorting and RT-PCR ligation-mediated 
PCR, we have shown (114) that acti-
vated mature CD5+ human tonsil B-
lymphocytes express mRNA for both 
RAG genes, assemble the proteins, and 
display DNA cleavage resulting from 
their activity. Dual immunofluorescence 
staining detected both enzymes in one-
third of CD5+ Bm2 lymphocytes. To 
further elucidate the link between CD5 
expression and RAG transcription, 
CD5-non-expressing Bm1 and Bm2 
lymphocytes were sorted and stimu-
lated with anti-IgM and CD40 ligand. 
A CD5+ B-cell population was gener-
ated anew, and RAG1 and RAG2 co-

expressed. Mechanisms contributing to 
the maintenance of tolerance in anergic 
CD5+B-cells may thus include the con-
trol of V(D)J recombination. One may 
speculate that control of CD5 expres-
sion and/or receptor revision before the 
cells enter the GC may be inadequate 
in RA, and lead to the emergence of 
autoAb-secreting cells.

III – Tuning the response of the BCR 
(i) – The lipid raft model
Following its engagement, the BCR 
partitions into microdomains of the cell 
membrane (115) which are enriched in 
cholesterol and ganglioside M1 and 
designated lipid rafts (LR). They can 
be visualized by Alexa Fluor 594-con-
jugated cholera toxin B that binds to 
ganglioside M1, and the BCR by fluo-
rescein-conjugated anti-IgM (Fig. 5). 
One mechanism by which CD19 and 
CD32 may modulate this process is to 
prolong their residency in the LR, or to 
block the signal. CD19 delayes the ex-
clusion of the BCR from the LR (116), 
whereas CD32 recruits SHIP (117). 
Supporting this view, LR composition 
is altered in RA and SLE (118), the BCR 
resides longer in the LR of pSS patients 
than in controls (63), and entry of the 

BCR into these signaling platforms is 
inhibited in tolerant B-cells (119). In-
terestingly, store-operated cation entry 
in LR is mediated by CD20 (120), and 
cross-linking of CD20 by rituximab in-
duces its rapid distribution into the LR 
(121). Clearly, a greater understanding 
of CD20 biology will allow its more 
efficient exploitation as a therapeutic 
target.

(ii) – Cytokinic survival factors
B-cells are also controlled by survival 
factors. The most potent of these re-
cently-described cytokines are the B-
cell activating factor of the TNF family 
(BAFF) and a proliferation-inducing 
ligand (APRIL). BAFF rescues B-lym-
phocytes from apoptosis, increases the 
number of MZ B-cells and promotes 
autoAb production (122). Furthermore, 
patients with RA harbor elevated lev-
els of BAFF (123, and Ferraccioli et 
al. unpublished results) and APRIL 
(124). This cytokine is produced at 
sites of inflammation, such as arthritic 
joints of RA patients (125) and SG of 
pSS patients (126). Interestingly, it has 
been established that B-cells infiltrating 
the SG of pSS patients express BAFF 
(127), as shown using in situ hybridi-

Fig. 5. Involvement of the lipid rafts in signaling through surface IgM cross-linking of B-cells. The cells were incubated with Alexa-Fluor (AF)-conjugated 
cholera toxin B and Fluorescein isothyocyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-IgM antibody. When the cells were activated, overlay of red (AF) and green (FITC) 
was seen yellow.

Resting B cells

Activated B cells

                AF-CTB                 FITC-IgM                      Overlay
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zation, real-time RT-PCR of cultured 
cells and RT-PCR of sorted single-cell 
B-lymphocytes eluted from the SG. 
Three cognate receptors have been un-
covered for this factor: B cell matura-
tion Ag (BCMA), transmembrane ac-
tivator and Ca2+ modulator and cyclo-
philin ligand receptor (TACI) and the 
third BAFF receptor (BR3). BAFF is a 
positive regulator provided its binds to 
BR3, but it is essential that its overex-
pression benefits exclusively self-reac-
tive B-cells, and facilitates their migra-
tion into otherwise forbidden micro-
environments, such as the SG in pSS 
and the SM in RA (128). In contrast, 
BCMA is dispensable for B-cell activa-
tion, and TACI inhibits this process. 

(iii) – Genetic regulation of CD5 
expression
We have recently described (129) a nov-
el regulatory motif upstream of the non-
coding region of the cd5 gene: this was 
designated E1B, and the known exon 1 
was renamed E1A. The novel exon 1 
lacks in the mouse, because it originates 
from a human endogenous retrovirus at 
a time interval between the divergence 
of New World and old World monkeys 
(130). The E1B-containing transcripts 
encode a truncated protein which is de-
void of leader peptide and, therefore, re-
tained intracellularly. It follows that the 
amount of E1A-containing transcripts 
is down-regulated, the protein mem-
brane expression diminished, and trans-
location of SHP-1 prevented. Studies of 
transfected cells may hint to closer ties 
between the gene and the synthesis of 
the CD5 molecule. In this setting, the 
strength of the BCR-mediated signaling 
might lead to the expansion of autore-
active B-lymphocytes.
Finally, autoimmune diseases can be di-
vided into three families: B-cell-domi-
nant, T-cell-dominant and combination-
al types. A number of B-lymphocyte ir-
regularities have to be incorporated into 
the pathophysiological schemes. Fun-
damental discoveries about B-cell pa-
thology (131) are currently in the proc-
ess of being translated into the clinic. 
Enthusiasm was recently bolstered by 
trials with rituximab (131). It may thus 
be safely assumed that B-lymphocyte 
depletion from the pre-B to the mature 

B-cell stages by use of mAb (7,132) 
has a key role to play in the treatment 
of RA.
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